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ABSTRACT
Each year, cyber attacks pose a greater and greater risk to consumer
personal information stored by corporations and government agen-
cies. Billions of consumer records are breached each year and data
breaches compromise the personal data of hundreds of millions of
citizens. These breaches are extremely costly–financially and in
terms of privacy and reputation–to people (through identity theft
and fraud) and to companies (through the abuse of their collected in-
formation for which they are accountable). What is more, the theft
of data often acts as a gateway in the complex and interdependent
ecosystem of personal data. Personally Identifiable Information
(PII) is breached to gain access and steal more PII in a chain of
events and tactics. Therefore, there is a need to build tools to help
people and businesses navigate the dangerous waters of identity
theft and fraud. The cyber world, however, is an evolving landscape
and trends change often. People and organizations need to have a
current and accurate situational awareness understanding trends
such as common breach threats and tactics, types of data most
frequently attacked, and personal information most often exposed
with the highest negative consequences.

Enter the Personal Data Early Warning System (PDEWS), an
online dashboard that tracks and displays the current cyber threat
landscape and generates actionable insight into trends and pat-
terns. PDEWS exists as an automated pipeline, collecting data each
day about ongoing cyber threats. There are four major phases of
PDEWS. First, PDEWS prowls through daily identity theft and fraud
news stories and scrapes the body text. Then it formats the text
into the representation required for a machine learning application
and places that text in an Amazon Web Services cloud infrastruc-
ture. Next, PDEWS applies machine learning models trained on a
private identity theft article corpus to extract relevant threat la-
bels. Finally, PDEWS displays those trends on an online dashboard
alongside recommendations researched to have the greatest mit-
igation capabilities against the current threat landscape. PDEWS

∗These authors contributed equally to this research.

specifically highlights PII used to gain access, PII stolen as a result,
and the steps and tactics used in between, to shed light on the
interdependent nature of identity theft and fraud. Publicly available
at https://pdews.herokuapp.com, the PDEWS system stands as a
novel approach to analyzing cyber threat trends via online news
while delivering threat mitigation recommendations based on best
practices.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Web searching and information discov-
ery;Data extraction and integration; • Security and privacy→ Eco-
nomics of security and privacy; Privacy protections; • Applied com-
puting→ Surveillance mechanisms; • Social and professional
topics→ Identity theft.

KEYWORDS
machine learning, identity theft and fraud, news articles, interde-
pendent privacy, data science

1 INTRODUCTION
Identity theft, fraud, abuse and exposure (hereafter identity theft
for short) involve the use of a victim’s identity, particularly the use
of the victim’s Personally Identifiable Information (PII), without
permission. Such information may get compromised in a variety
of ways: e.g., through social engineering methods or the breach of
consumer information databases. Once compromised, a person’s
PII can be misused in many ways: e.g., an identity thief might put
fraudulent charges on existing accounts, open new accounts in the
victim’s name, or file a tax return and collect a refund. Identity theft
crimes harm victims in ways that include, but are not limited to,
invasion of privacy, financial loss, loss of physical or intellectual
property, reputation damage, effort and money spent to recover
from the incident and prevent further misuse of the compromised
PII, and emotional distress [27].

https://pdews.herokuapp.com
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Unfortunately, identity theft and fraud crimes are increasingly
common. According to the 2016 U.S. National Crime Victimization
Survey [36], at least 25.9 million Americans were affected by iden-
tity theft and fraud in the previous year. In the consumer sentinel
network from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), identity theft
and fraud are one of the top categories of scam reported to the
agency, to which Americans lost more than $1.9 billions in 2019.
Identity theft is a costly problem with constantly evolving patterns
of criminal tactics and behaviors [37].

Asmore businesses and people become victims of identity crimes,
it is increasingly important for businesses and people to better
understand the crimes of identity theft, fraud, and abuse. While
statistics have been collected regarding the number of exposed
records or the financial loss to individuals [21, 30], we are not
aware of any publicly available system that analyzes up-to-date
identity theft data and fine tunes statistics on demand. We present
PDEWS (Personal Data EarlyWarning System), our publicly
available1 online dashboard that automatically collects the
semi-live stream of online news articles about identity theft
and fraud, analyzes these news articles with machine learn-
ing, and displays fine tuned statistical trends (e.g., in a par-
ticular market sector). PDEWS particularly drills down into the
interdependent nature of PII: It analyzes PII used to gain access, PII
subsequently exposed and stolen, the steps the criminals took in
between, and the tactics they used.

We organize the rest of this paper as follows. Section 2 briefly
reviews related work onmethods of data collection for identity theft
and fraud, as well as the application of machine learning in their
analysis. Section 3 covers necessary background on our previous
corpus of identity theft news articles, used to train machine learning
models here. Section 4 covers the design and implementation of
PDEWS, and Section 5 concludes the paper and highlights some
future work directions.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we summarize related work on methods previously
used to collect identity theft and fraud data, as well as the applica-
tion of machine learning on the collected data.

2.1 Collection of Identity Theft and Fraud Data
Several years ago, various authors pointed out that few details were
known about the actual methods used by perpetrators of identity
theft and fraud [19, 29], and this is still largely true today. To know
more about identity theft and fraud, previous work has introduced
several avenues of collecting identity theft data.

2.1.1 Agency Data. The first commonly used source of identity
theft data is gathered from agencies [1, 15, 18]. For example, the
FTC’s [15] database gathers identity theft complaints from FTC’s
telephone- and web-based complaint systems in addition to more
than one hundred federal and state organizations. Even though
some have raised concerns [29] towards the representativeness of
Consumer Sentinel Network and other agency data (including lack
of consistency in the definition of identity theft, under-reporting
identity theft both from consumers and agencies, and bias due to

1https://pdews.herokuapp.com

change in consumer awareness and agency policies) researchers
still use agency data widely, while making an effort to manage the
amount of data in such databases [31, 32].

2.1.2 Surveys. Synovate on behalf of the FTC, [23], and several
other universities and research organizations have conducted na-
tional surveys about identity theft and fraud. Apart from great
variance in their sample sizes and some differences in method-
ologies, such surveys have been criticized [29] for issues such as
non-response bias, difficulty to contact victims (especially because
victims of identity theft sometimes have to change their contact
information), and relying solely on the memories of victims.

2.1.3 Interviews. While interviews with victims is another means
of collecting identity theft data for research in academia [2, 5, 26],
there is some research that is based on interviews with identity
thieves and fraudsters [16]. Such interviews can provide great details
about the methods these criminals use. Still, this type of research is
likely to be limited by small sample sizes and skewed by the fact that
their subjects are all perpetrators who were caught, incarcerated,
and willing to be interviewed.

2.1.4 Reports from Affected Organizations. Organizations affected
by data breaches that lead into identity theft and fraud sometimes
report their own data (e.g., [3, 17]).

2.1.5 News Stories. News stories have been used for identity theft
data collection [28, 41, 42]2. News stories have several character-
istics that make them an appropriate source of data: There is a
tremendous amount of news stories about identity theft; They are
widely available, as opposed to agency data that is difficult to ob-
tain from government agencies or corporations; Finally, most news
stories are reliable and trustworthy since the news media is respon-
sible for providing accurate information to the public and are held
accountable. This source complements other sources by focusing
on news articles that narrate a wide range of identity theft stories,
from victims, law enforcement, and companies. This source, too,
has some bias. The news media tends to report stories that are con-
sidered newsworthy. Also, the same news story might get reported
in several forms.

We base PDEWS on news stories as the source of our data and to
train our machine learning models (Section 3). PDEWS, however, is
not inherently limited to news stories. One could apply our machine
learning techniques on other data sources of identity theft and fraud
or supplement the current data source of news articles with new
sources.

2.2 Application of Machine Learning in The
Analysis of Identity Theft and Fraud Data

Irrespective of the data source, researchers have leveraged data min-
ing and machine learning in order to prevent and combat identity
theft in various ways. Examples include:
• Facilitating the tasks performed by law enforcement, e.g.
Chen et al. [14] built a general framework to help Arizona
police departments investigate a wide range of crimes in-
cluding but not limited to identity theft.

2 Our previous work [41] which appeared in Computers & Security in 2017 pioneered
the use of text mining on online news stories that report on the topic of identity theft.
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• Detecting phishing attacks [4, 22] and identity theft that
occurs through it.
• Detecting credit card fraud, a subject closely related to iden-
tity theft, e.g., through using the data mining approaches
support vector machines and random forests [6].

In particular, few researchers have previously used machine
learning to model and analyze identity theft stories [7, 20, 41]. Their
work, however, was performed in an off-line manner that did not
produce actionable, fine-tuned, and live trends of identity theft to
the public.

3 BACKGROUND: CORPUS OF IDENTITY
THEFT STORIES TO TRAIN MACHINE
LEARNING MODELS

We utilize our prior work on Identity Threat Assessment and Pre-
diction (ITAP) to train machine learning models. ITAP [39, 40, 42]
in an ongoing project that collected and modeled over 6,000 identity
theft news stories that occurred over the past twenty years (from
2000 to 2020). These news articles were discovered through RSS
(Rich Site Summary) feeds from the Internet. A team of modelers
read each of these 6K+ news articles over a period of six years
(from 2014 to 2020). The modelers have manually extracted over
50 details about each identity theft incident reported in the news.
These details include:
• the type of the incident
• how and when the incident happened
• the methods and resources used to carry out the crimes
• the vulnerabilities exploited
• the types of personal information compromised
• the demographics of the victims
• the consequences for the victims and perpetrators

ITAP has been used in various applications [8–11, 13, 24, 25, 33,
34, 38]. In this work we take advantage of its rather large body of
manually labeled identity theft incidents for training, cross valida-
tion, and testing machine learning models.

4 PDEWS
Personal Data Early Warning System (PDEWS) features a pipeline
system with four steps:

(1) finding identity theft news stories on the Internet,
(2) extracting the news story’s body text,
(3) running trained machine learning models on the extracted

text to generate data labels,
(4) displaying relevant information on a dynamically updated,

publicly available dashboard.
To accomplish the end goal of a daily-updating dashboard, we used
a pipeline approach to set up the infrastructure to scrape news
articles and run trained models on the article text daily. Before
these steps, we trained five classification models on the ITAP data
to predict certain desired labels. Then, (1) our pipeline runs once
per day and scrapes RSS feeds that are tuned to keywords relating
to identity theft. (2) We extract and pre-process the body text from
the articles. (3) The trained models are then run on the preprocessed
data and append new stories and model outputs to the database
along with the date the article was scraped. (4) The dashboard then

can access this final database with all of the stories, body text, and
extracted labels to aggregate and display for the end user. This
pipeline model allows us to graph and display various beneficial
insights that will be of use to our audience (including people and
businesses), such as identifying increasingly vulnerable PII in a
specific sector over the past month or quarter, or examining an
industry’s recent track record with cyber security events.

4.1 Finding Identity Theft News
The beginning of the pipeline is the data gathering stage where
new news articles are gathered once per day to get a daily view of
new emerging threats via news stories. We set up three RSS feeds
that search for the words “identity theft”, “identity thieves”, and
“identity fraud” and return links to news articles about those topics.
We ensure that we eliminate obviously duplicate news articles.

4.2 Extracting News Body Text
From the news article links, we used the Python requests library
to get the raw HTML of the news story. Within the raw HTML,
there is a lot more information than just the text of an article, such
as the font, font size, and page layout. One of these attributes is
the response code, which indicates whether or not a request was
successful, where a response code in the 400’s or 500’s indicates
failure. After filtering out the unsuccessful responses, we extracted
the body text with the newspaper3k Python package. This package
is specifically built to extract aspects from news articles including
body text. The body text for each article, along with the extraction
time-stamp, is then saved to a CSV file on Amazon Web Services
(AWS) S3 for future processing steps.

4.3 Running Machine Learning Models
Once we have the text of the identity theft news story, we run
trained models to generate data labels for each story.

4.3.1 Model Training. We trained five models that are predicting
five different types of labels from our news articles. The labels our
models are predicting from each news story are (1) the PII used to
gain access, (2) PII stolen after gaining access, (3) tactics used by
the attacker, (4) industry sector the attack occurred in, and (5) the
steps the attackers took. Each label has a set number of values that
the model can predict. These label and their values come from the
manual labeling of ITAP and are listed in Table 1.

All of the models are multi-label classification models except the
sector model, which is a multi-class classification model. For the
multi-label classification models, We used a One-vs-Rest Classifier
from sklearnwith a logistic regression estimator. For the multi-class
model to predict which sector the story was in, a Gradient Boosting
Classifier was used.

We utilized the ITAP data to train the models. We created three
TF-IDF vectorizers for our models after cleaning up and format-
ting the original ITAP dataset to suit the needs of each model.
We preprocessed all the sample news stories with the following
steps: remove everything that is not an alphanumeric character,
remove white spaces, convert text to lowercase, lemmatize using
WordNetLemmatizer(), and remove common English stop words.
Once the preprocessing was completed, we applied our vectorizing

Copyright 2021 The University of Texas
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Table 1: Possible labels to predict for each model, based on ITAP training data.

Industry Sector PII Used to Gain Access Tactics Attackers Used PII Stolen Steps Steps (cont.)
Healthcare and Public Health Academic Info Access Misuse Same as PII Used Abuse Misplace
Consumer/Citizen Account Access Info Audio/Visual Involvement Acquire Monitor
Government Facilities Bank Access Info Broken Into Act to Elicit Response Neglect
Education Credit Info DDOS Act upon Purchase
Commercial Facilities Criminal Info Device Mishandled Activate Record
Financial Services Customer Info Email Scam Alter Recruit
Information Technology Diagnosis Data Impersonation Analyze Request

Employee Info Malicious Link Block Scenario
Fraudulent Info Malware Breach Sell
General Account Info Misinformation Break into Send
General Bank Account Info Other Communicate Steal
General Business Info PII/Credential Stolen Compile Submit
General Insurance Info Phishing Conceal Surveil
General Personal Info Phone Call Scam Coordinate Transfer
General Personal Medical Info Ransomware Create Upload
Loan Data Removable Media Deactivate
Medical Insurance Info Security Vulnerability/Mismanage Decide
Medical Test Results Social Media Involvement Destroy
Medication Info Synthetic Info Disable
Miscellaneous Money Info Transfer Discover
Official Identification Data Expose
Other Find
Personal Life Info Function
Personal Location Info Impersonate
Personal Phone Data Infect
Relative’s Personal Info Inflict Punitive Measure
Specific Medical Service Data Leak
Travel Info Lie
Vehicle Info Malfunction
Tax Info Mismanage

Table 2: Classification results (weighted averages) for the
machine learning models.

Model Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
Industry Sector Multi-Class 0.587 0.590 0.576 0.590
PII Used to Gain Access Multi-Label 0.335 0.151 0.185 0.831
Tactics Attackers Used Multi-Label 0.732 0.253 0.345 0.855
PII Stolen Multi-Label 0.654 0.339 0.396 0.849
Steps Multi-Label 0.718 0.514 0.545 0.919

function to the story text and proceeded to train our models accord-
ing to the specifications above. The vectorizers were later used to
transform our new dataset before our models made predictions on
them.

To evaluate our models, we focused on using the accuracy, pre-
cision, recall, and F1 scores for all the models and the hamming
distance and hamming loss score for just the multi-label classifica-
tion models. For our one multi-class model that is predicting the
sector for each story, we did an 80/20 split on the dataset for train-
ing and testing data, then we found the F1 score by comparing the
predicted values with the actual values. Table 2 shows the scores
for the Industry Sector model.

To evaluate the four multi-label classification models, we created
a pipeline that predicted each label one at a time on our pre-split
dataset, then we measured the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1

scores for each label. Finally, we calculated the hamming loss and
hamming distance score for the entire model with all the labels
predicted. The hamming loss looks at the fraction of labels that were
incorrectly predicted, and the closer to zero the score is, the more
accurate the model is. The hamming distance is another scoring
metric popular among multi-label models—the closer the hamming
distance is to one, the more accurate the model. Investigating the
scores calculated above, we found that the models did not perform
well, in part because our ITAP training data is sparse: we saw that
the labels that had the most training data performed the best.

To compensate for training data sparsity, for the multi-label clas-
sification models, we oversampled using the Multi-Label Synthetic
Minority Oversampling Technique (MLSMOTE) [12] technique for
the labels that did not have enough instances in the preprocessed
ITAP dataset, in order to provide 1,000 more dataset points for
our models. MLSMOTE is a quite popular oversampling technique,
specifically for multi-label classification, and is an extension of
the long time favorite SMOTE, an oversampling technique that is
used for a wide variety of problems. MLSMOTE seeks to calculate
the imbalance ratio between the numerous labels provided for the
model at hand. Each data label is assessed individually, and then
the average of the overall category is taken in order to make the
ratio assessment. The ratio numbers are then used to calculate how
much synthetic data to create to reduce the imbalanced data. We
realized that, before oversampling, the multi-label classification
models were only predicting well on the labels that had a lot of
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Table 3: The improvement in the PII Used to Gain Access
Model with MLSMOTE: Changes In Hamming Loss and Dis-
tance Scores

Hamming Loss Hamming Distance
Before MLSMOTE 0.059 0.121
After MLSMOTE 0.039 0.453

examples in the dataset. So we oversampled the data to improve
classification.

Overall, even after oversampling, we saw that the labels that had
the most training data to begin with performed the best. Since we
knew that our ITAP dataset was indeed sparse, we had expected
this result. For example, Table 3 displays the changes in the results
in the PII Used to Gain Access model before and after oversam-
pling. Our attempts to improve the models by oversampling did
pay off, but more training data will be needed in the future in order
to improve the models, especially for the labels with very small
representations. Table 2 shows weighted averages for the multi-
label models after oversampling. Note that there are many labels
to predict. For example, PII used to gain access and PII stolen each
could have 30 labels, tactics could have 20 labels, and steps could
have 45 labels (Table 1). A random classifier has very low chances
of predicting correct labels with these many possible values.

4.3.2 Model Execution. The data processing stage of the pipeline
uses each day’s new articles and the trained models to extract de-
sired labels from each article. The text of the article must first be
converted into the correct input format for the machine learning
models. Then, each of the five models is run on the preprocessed
data to label each article with the desired final labels. The final ex-
tracted labels are then published to a database where the dashboard
back-end can access the labeled data. This stage along with the
data gathering stage are all implemented on AWS using AWS Step
Functions, AWS Lambda, and S3.

Preprocessing of the text is largely standardized for all the mod-
els, utilizing standard NLP preprocessing techniques, with the ex-
ception of some model-specific vectorizers. For each story, we re-
move non-alphanumeric symbols, remove stopwords, and then
lemmatize each word. This turns a sentence like “Seven hundred
people’s identities were stolen.” into just the sequence of words
“seven hundred people identity stolen”. To get these sequences of
words into a format for machine learning, we have three pre-fitted
TF-IDF vectorizers stored on an AWS S3 bucket. We load each of
these vectorizers and use them to transform each sequence of words
in the machine learning specific format the models expect. Once
story text for each article has been converted to the format ex-
pected by each model, we load all five of the models from an AWS
S3 bucket and run the models on each story to generate the desired
labels.

The actual AWS infrastructure consists of two AWS Lambda
functions that run one after the other through a basic AWS Step
Function, as shown in Figure 1. The first Lambda function im-
plements the Data Gathering process. After completion of that
Lambda Function, the Step Function triggers the second Lambda

Figure 1: Data gathering and feature extraction pipeline ar-
chitecture.

which pre-processes the text and runs the models on the new data.
The extracted labels are uploaded to the data storage S3 bucket,
accessible by the website back-end.

4.4 Displaying Results
PDEWS incorporates a user interactive dashboard, which serves
as a quick way to visualize all the threat information our models
are collecting. Any changes in trends are now discovered quickly
and easily. We broke up the development of the dashboard into two
sections: the front-end and back-end. Both are hosted in separate
areas, but connect with each other through numerous API calls and
responses. Modularizing the development of the dashboard allows
future developers to quickly modify the user interface or trends
without having to change a significant portion of either component.

4.4.1 Dashboard Back-End. The dashboard back-end component
of PDEWS serves as the hub of data calculation and communication
across the pipeline. This component of PDEWS web application is
written in Python Flask, and hosted on a Heroku server. It collects
our newly labeled data from AWS cloud storage and performs all
necessary calculations in order to create identity theft and fraud
trends. Here, we can sort and filter data, and execute any data group-
ings or algorithms without affecting the performance of PDEWS
user interface. This also ensures that the user has a smooth expe-
rience in loading all the components of the dashboard. Since we
have to perform many API calls at once and handle large amounts
of data, it is useful to do expensive functions on the server-side
back-end.

The main purpose of our PDEWS dashboard is to display appro-
priate and actionable trends for users. We have a total of 14 charts
with data that are updated daily, with calculation to draw these
charts happening on the back-end. We have an endpoint for each
of these graphs in the PDEWS back-end, which are used to create
all the data to display. We also adopt a computationally intensive
algorithm [35] that performs the calculations for our recommen-
dation system portion of the dashboard. All of the endpoints also
ensure that the data sent back is ready to display and formatted
appropriately so that any components can load quickly.

Copyright 2021 The University of Texas
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4.4.2 Dashboard Front-End. The dashboard front-end is the user-
facing final application deliverable of PDEWS. We used React JS
to develop the front-end, and the server for it is hosted in Heroku
as well. Using React ensures that we have components that load
quickly and are built to be easily responsive in order to improve
web application performance.

Our UI is divided into three pages. We have our home page
(Figure 2), where we give a description of the project along with
the motivations behind creating it. We also display two pie charts
with real-time data from our back-end in order to give a quick
introduction to the information we are displaying. Our home page
is also where we integrated the recommendation system for our
current data trends based on the work of Tyagi et al. [35]. We placed
this system on the homepage since our dashboard is a warning
and alerting system, and we want users to know important and
actionable information as quickly as possible.

The bulk of our data resides in the threat trends page. Here,
we display 12 total graphs divided into six rows, with two graphs
on each row. This format is for comparison purposes: each row
contains one graph that answers a threat question for a specific
sector, and a second graph that answers the same question for
all sectors. This way, the user can compare current threat trends
from a specific sector to the overall threat landscape, and refer to
the information from the sector in which they are interested. We
address six types of questions through the graphs on the threat
trends page:

(1) How many incidents have occurred? (Figure 3 answers this
question for the Commercial Facilities Sector as an example.
On the left the number of identity theft and fraud incidents
in the selected sector are charted, accumulated in weeks. On
the right the same info is shown for all the sectors combined.)

(2) What tactics are used to expose data? (Figure 4 answers this
question for the Commercial Facilities Sector on the left and
for all sectors on the right.)

(3) What kind of information was used to gain access?
(4) What are the trends of information used to gain access?

(Same data as question 3, but with time as the x axis)
(5) What kind of information has been exposed?
(6) What are the trends of information that has been exposed?

(Same as question 5, but with time as the x axis. Figure 5
answers this question for the Commercial Facilities Sector
as an example. Questions 3, 4, and 5 have similar styles of
graphs.)

By comparing these graphs between particular sectors and over-
all trends, we hope the user gains a better understanding of the
threats they may encounter. There is a convenient drop down selec-
tor at the top of the threat trends page that allows the user to pick
a sector, and that selection automatically modifies all the sector
specific graphs to display the correct information. All the graphs
have tool-tips that give further details about the information being
displayed, e.g., how to read and interact with the chart, and what
sort of information it is displaying. The final page of the PDEWS
application is our about page.

Four of the five models explained in Section 4.3.1 were used to
answer the above questions. (Question 1 uses the industry sector
model, Question 2 uses the tactics model, Questions 3 and 4 use

the model to find PII used to gain access, and finally Questions
5 and 6 use the model to detect PII stolen after gaining access.)
The last model, the steps the attackers took, is instrumental to our
recommendation system component on the home page.

For our recommendation system, we take advantage of previous
work on I-WARN [35]. I-WARN is a set of algorithms capable of
mapping open-source threat information to the MITRE ATT&CK
framework. ATT&CK is a framework that helps understand lateral
movement of an attack to offer mitigation and risk reduction tactics.
Our recommendation systems takes the threat trends we inferred
from news articles, applies the algorithms developed in I-WARN,
and delivers the top three recommendations from ATT&CK to help
mitigate future incidents. Each of these recommendations links to
an entry in the widely used ATT&CK web page3 of the MITRE non-
profit organization. MITRE has implemented the ATT&CK Matrix,
suggesting lists of possible horizontal movement throughout the
incident response for any given cyber incident. It should be noted
that the United States Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency (CISA) alerts currently apply the MITRE mitigation and
detection techniques, indicating the matrix is being actively used
in private and public sectors as guidelines for incident responses.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The Personal Data Early Warning System (PDEWS) provides ac-
tionable insight into identity theft trends. Our fully automated
data gathering dynamically finds and pre-processes identity theft
and fraud news articles online. Our system then stores these news
articles where labels can be extracted seamlessly with machine
learning. Our data processing component is an AWS infrastructure
capable of housing and applying machine learning models to this
corpus and importantly automates the entire process.

We trained multiple machine learning models on ITAP—a longi-
tudinal dataset of over 6,000 identity theft and fraud news stories
from 2000 to 2020, manually labeled by modelers. We deploy these
models in our AWS online infrastructure for application on new
articles. PDEWS collects related RSS feed of identity theft and fraud
news stories every day and applies these models to the new articles
and stores resulting labels in a dynamically updated format. The
publicly available front-end of PDEWS automatically charts thread
trends and displays recommended mitigation activities.

5.1 Limitations and Future Work
We envision multiple ways to improve PDEWS:

(1) As we discussed in Section 2.1, news articles are not the
only source of identity theft and fraud data, nor are they the
most comprehensive source. Other sources can complement
these news articles. Fortunately, PDEWS can work with any
other source(s) of identity theft and fraud data as long as
the data is fed into its machine learning models for training,
trend extraction, or both. Using other sources of data is a
promising future work direction.

(2) We plan to add additional RSS feeds that look for different
keywords; all of the feeds we have set up search for words
similar to identity theft but not more varied cyber security
related keywords. Expanding the RSS feeds to other RSS

3https://attack.mitre.org
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Figure 2: A screen-shot of the PDEWS front-end: the Home page.

feeds or additional sources would make the overall data-
base of news stories more robust and accurate to the threat
landscape.

(3) Even tough our training dataset of ITAP contained thou-
sands of manually labeled news stories, it was sparse for
some labels. Due to the limitations of our training dataset,
our model accuracy was constrained. In the future, a better
training dataset will be beneficial in order to improve the
models. Since such a dataset does not currently exist pub-
licly, one will have to be created. If such a dataset is created
with the objectives of PDEWS in mind, the model accura-
cies will improve significantly. Our main suggestion is to
label appropriate news stories by manually identifying exact
words and phrases in a body of text that result in a specific
label. With this type of labeling, the model will be able to
predict labels with much higher accuracy than if given only
label categories and a large body of text. Once the dataset is
created, a Named Entity Recognition model can be used to
quickly identify appropriate labels. With this technique, it
will more than likely not be required to label thousands of
articles in order to achieve reasonable precision and recall.

Our hope is that the insights extracted by PDEWS can facilitate a
better response by users, such as information security professionals,
to emerging cyber threats and can help mitigate risks. Finally, our

work sheds light on the interdependent ecosystem of private infor-
mation, particularly considering the fact that identity theft actors
obtain new PII based on previously exposed personal information.
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Figure 5: A screen-shot of the PDEWS front-end: The trends of exposed information charts for the Commercial Facilities
Sector.
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